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ABSTRACT 
The spin-dependent structure functions of the proton gf and ~ have recently been 

measured in inclusive polarised muon scattering by the SMC at CERN. The first mo
ment of gf has been estimated at Q2 = 10 GeV2 to be r~ = 0.136 ± O.Ol1(stat.) 
± O.Ol1(syst.), in disagreement with the Ellis-Jaffe prediction: r'E.J. = 0.!7.6 ± 0.006. 
Using all published data on 91 of the proton, the neutron and the deuteron a confir
mation of the Bjorken sum rule at the 10% accuracy level was achieved' and estimates 
of the quark spin contribution to the nucleon spin AE "" 0.30 were obtained. 

1 Polarised Deep Inelastic Scattering 

1.1 The Structure Functions 
Most of the present knowledge on the internal structure of the nucleon rests 

o.n the extensive experimental information obtained in deep inelastic scattering (DIS) 
experiments using .high-energy charged and neutral lepton beams. 

The cross':section formula for high energy charged leptons DIS interaction on 
nucleons is obtained, in the single photon exchange approximation, from the product 
of a leptonic tensor L~" and a hadronic tensor H~". The latter can b~ expanded 
into Lorentz covariant terms whose coefficients define the structure functions to be 
measured. 

There are four such independent structure functions: F1(X, Q2), F2(X, Q2), 
91(X, Q2) and 92(X, Q2), where the kinematical variables are the Bjorken scaling vari
able x and the negative squared four-momentum transfer Q2. 

F1 and F2 come . from the symmetric part H~" and are independent of the 
nucleon spin, while 91 and 92 come from the antisyrnrnetric term H~" dependent on 
the nucleon spin. \' 

Only F1 and F2 can be measured in unpolarised DIS experiments, while both 
polarised beam and polarised target are needed to experimentally access 91 or 92, 

sInce L H~" = L S H~" + LA H~" 
IJI.I 1''' S IJ'" A (1) 

and L~" vanishes for unpolarised leptons. 
Denoting the parallel (antiparallel) polarisation of the target nucleon spins 

with respect to the one of the incident lepton by ii (it), the spin-averaged eross
section: 20' = uil + u TT is obtained from L~"H~", and is given by: 
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(2) 
if . 

while the spin-dependent part of the cross-section: 2ll.u = uil -uTT is obtained from 
LA H~" 

IJV A: 

dll.u 271"a
2 [( Q2 Q2) 2 2Mx 2 ] 

dxdQ2 = MExQ2 ~- 2MEx - 4E2 91(X,Q) - E 92 (X,Q ) . (3) 

The function 91 is expected to show scaling behaviour similar to FI and F2 , 

i.e. 91(X, Q2) --> 91(X) for Q2 --> 00. 

In the framework of the Quark Parton Model (QPM) 91 has a very simple 
interpretation, similar to the one of the structure funtion F1 : 

91(X) = ~ L e; [qt (x) - qi (x)] , FI (x) = ~ L e; [qt (x) + qi (x)] (4) 
, , 

where qt (qn denotes the distribution function of quarks and anti'luarks of flavour i 
having their spin parallel (antiparallel) to the nucleon spin and ei i~ ~~e corresponding 
electric charge. " , 

The structure function 92 can be written as a sum of a contribution, 9'2w
, 

directly calculable from 91, and a pure twist-3 term1 92: " 

92(X,Q2) = 9'2w (x,Q2)+92(X,Q2), 9'2'"(x,Q2) = -91(X,Q2)+ t 91(t,Q2)~t. (5) 

There is no simple inte~pretation of 92 in the QPM, since 92 describes quark
gluon correlations, which are'riot present in the simple versions of the QPM. 

1.2 Sum Rules 
Although the explicit form of the structure functions is not predicted by theory, 

there are, in some cases, definite predictions for their moments, which are called sum 
rules, In particular the first moments of 91: 

rl(Q2) = f 91(~,Q2)dX " (6) 

are expected to obey the most important and fundamental s[~i'ri 'iule for polarised 
DIs';\he Bjorken sum rule, which ~as first deri;ed2 from current algeb~a in 1966 and 
has 'been refined by including perturbative QeD corrections: 

(7) 

The labels p and n refer to proton and neutron, GA and Gv are the weak decay 
axial and vector coupling constants, eNS is the perturbative non-singlet coefficient 
function which has been calculated3 up to order-3 in a •. In the ~jorken limit: 

t P n 1GA 1( ) '(OS") , -r l - r l = 6' Gv = 6' F + D 
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where (F + D) is the matrix element of the triplet current. This current is conserved 
and therefore scale independent and it is equal to the axial coupling measured in 
neutron f3 decay: (F + D) = 1.2573 ± 0.0028. 

Assuming that SU(3)J symmetry is valid for the baryon octet and that the 
strange quark sea in the nucleon is unpolarised, Ellis and J affe4 have derived separate 
predictions (E.J. sum rules) for rl' and r~ relating them to the matrix elements of 
the octet current, which is also a conserved quantity. 

Releasing the assumption on the strange sea polarisation from the E.J. sum 
rules, one can derive a relation between rl',n and AE, which is valid in the Bjorken 
limit and for the three lightest quark flavours: 

(9) 

The most recent fit from octet decay data5 giv~s: '(3F - D) = 0.579 ± 0.025. 
Using Eq. 4, one can see that in the fra;ne\vork of the QPM: 

rl , 
AE = Au + Ad + bos, boq = 10 {qt(:z:Y'- qi-(:z:)}d:z:, q=u,d,s. (ro) 

c, 

i.e. AE represents the fraction of the nucleon helicity carried by the quarks, which 
enters the total nucleon spin equation: 

1 1 
2' = 2'AE + AG+ < Lz > (11) 

where AG is the helicity carried by gluons and < Lz > is the contribution from the 
partons orbital angular momentum. If l:!.s = 0, as in the E.J. sum 'rule, the QPM 
expected value for AE is (3F - D) ~ 0.58; otherwise: AE = 0.58 + 3As. 

A sum rule for the structure function 92 has been derived by Burkhardt and 
Cottingham6 using Regge theory: 

l 92(:Z:, Q2)d~;A .,' (12) 

but the validity of th~d~rivation is presently beinir questio~edl. 
Jr.'").j ... :l':~' d ~ , : J"~'\J"'-',L; 

~, ,flu , .. fPFtj,ra~ti0T' of 91 ::;" ",Ii 'i " 
't,'"":' , Experimentajly"Yt is extl:acted from measured 'asymmetries obtained using 

longitudinally polarised beam and target. Data are collected in the two relative spin 
orientations and the observed counting rate asymmetry A is given by: 

N1! - Nll 
A = N1! + Nll = PbPdA (13) 

, 'J 

From A one can deduce the· lepton-nucleon cross-section asymmetry A = Au/(f 
provided one knows the beam ipolarisation Pb , the target polarisation Pt , and the 
dilution factor f (fraction of polarisable nucleons) . 

A is related to the virtual-photon nucleon absorption cross-section asymmetry 
Al (:/:,Q 2

) by: 
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where the photon depolarisation function D(o;, Q2) depends also on the unpolarised 
structure function R(o;, Q2) which represents the ratio between the longitudinally and 
the transversly polarised photon absorption cross-section. The approximate equality 
holds since the kinematical factor 'TJ is small in the range covered by present experi
ments. The structure function 91 can then be extracted from Al using the values of 
PI determined from other experiments: 

(15) 

Lf Earlier Results 

First measurements of 9i were performed at SLAC by Experiments E807 and 
E130s and at CERN by the European Muon Collaboration (EMC)9. These data 
showed an important deviation from the E.J. prediction implying the total quark 
spin contribution to the spin of the nucleon to be small: ~E ~ 0.12 ± 0.16. Several 
theoretical ideas were proposed in order to understand this result, and new exper
iments were prepared to collect polarised DIS data at. CERN, SLAC and DESY. 

• "s!1 

2 The Spin Muon Collaboration measurement of 9'; 

2.1 The Measurement of 9t 

During 1991 and 1992 The Spin Muon Collaboration Experiment collected 
inclusive DIS data using a polarised deuterated butanol target to perform the first 
measurement of the structure function 9f. The CERN SPS 100 GeY positive muon 
beam was used and the accessed kinematical range was 0.006 < 0; < 0.6, 1 Ge y2 < 
Q2 < 30 GeY2 . The result10 for the integral of 9t was: rt = 0.023 ± 0.020(stat) 
±O.OlS(syst.), smaller than the prediction of the E.J. sum rules. Combining the SMC 
data with earlier measurements of 9i the difference r;, - r~ was extracted for the first 
time and found to be in agreement with the Bjorken Sum Rule. High-statistics data 
on 9~ from polarised e-_3He scattering were reportedll by Experiment E142 at SLAC, 
and a combined analysis12 of SMC and E142 data showed full consistency between 
the data in the kinematic region of overlap, and emphasized that the conclusions 
concerning r 1 are very sensitive to the small 0; eicti'apolation of 91' and to' higher 
order QCD corrections. J :, :,' .. ,;:' , " 

2.2 The Muon Beam 

The positive muon beam used for the measurement of 9:' in 1993 was provided 
by the CERN SPS and had an average energy of 190 GeYj the intensity was ~ 4 X 107 

muOns/spill, with a spill time of 2.4 s and a period '0£-14.4 s:;:TJ\:e be'am was polarised 
due to the parity-violating meson decays from whiclfitwas'pro'duieaj 'its polarisation 
PI' was measured by the SMC muon polatiineter13 to be Pp ,: :"'O:SU3±0.029'(stat.)± 
O.020( syst.) by fitting the shape of the energy spectrum of positrons from muon decay 
JL+ .... e+v"i7p • This value of PI' was in good agreement with Monte Carlo simUlations 
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of the beam transport14 • The momentum of the incident muon was measured event 
by event using a bending magnet upst'r';a~ ~f the target. -

2.9 The SMa Polarised Target 
The target used for the measurement of gf consisted of two 60 cm long, 5 cm 

diameter cells, separated by 30 cm. The material was butanol (plus about 5% H20) 
doped with paramagnetic complexes and frozen into ~ 1.5 mm diameter beads. The 
cells were inside a 3HeJ4He dilution refrigerator at a temperature of 0.3 K when 
polarising and below 60 mK in frozen-spin operation. A 2.5 T field aligned along the 
beam axis was provided by a superconducting solenoid and was homogeneous at a 
level of 2 x 10-5 throughout the target volume. 

Unbound protons were' polarised by dynamic nuclear polarisation induced by 
microwave power, in opposite di~ection in the two target cells. Ten coils along the 
target were used to measure the polarisation PT via NMR signals, which were cali
brated by comparison to the thermal equilibrium signal~ around 1 K. The average PT 

was 0.86 and the relative accuracy of the measurement was 3%. The spin directions 
were reversed by spin rotation every 5 hours. The dilution fa.ctor f, i.e. the fraction 
of event yield from polarised protons in the target, was on average f ~ 0.12. 

'i!:'.{> The Spectrometer and the' Analysis I: 

Upstream of the target a set of scintillator hodoscopes and proportional cham
ber~ were used to reconstruct .the incident muon track. Downstream of the target a 
·;,l'l.<'.... _ .,"J i~f~\ . 

sp~~~ro,meter consis~i!}~ iot a: spnventionallarge-aperture dipole, JiIlagnet and prop or-
tional ,~ham.1,>,<:,rs, d1fb~l;iilfflbers ;and streamer tubes (a t?tal of 150 planes), was used 
to reconstruct the trajector~ and to measure the momentum of the scattered muon. 
Scintillator hodoscopes, lo~at~d ' :downstream of a 2 m thick iron hadron absorber were 
used to identify the scattered muons and to provide the triggering signal. 

The averalile , resol.\'~;on ' qp the reconstructed inter~.fti?n vertex w~s 30 mm 
along the b~am,j~ir!!Ationri~d 0,3 mm perpendicular to , t~e beam direction. Cuts 
Were applied tq)miI1imiz~ f¥Iearifl& ,~lfects, to limit the size, of r¥-diative corrections, to 
reject muonsorigi~at~~J'ro.gt ,Ae~~js: in the target, to eq¥alizethe beam illumination 
of the two target c~.I~staH,~,J? ,e~~u~e pr':'~jer separati?n ?~ ~pstream and downstream 
cell interaction vertices. After5u,~~,\ :t~~ . fl,'!-ta sample (Lm?unted to 4A X 106 events in 
the kinematical range 0.003 < z _~ ,O.7 /L¥4 1 Gey2 < , Q~ < 60 GeY2. 

" \ .i_' -, ~, ,~-: " 

The virtual-photon absorption asymmetry Ar was obtained from the measured 
asymmetry A neglecting the A2 term of Eq. 14. An important reduction of the 
contribution to the systeI\latic error",5Pllling frpm the A2 term was obtained from the 
,c;l!rect measurement of A2• n",,, ,,:, , .;: ", " 

Ar was extracted from combif1p.~j?tI\~,pf da~\\ , s,ets taken before and after a po
larisation reversal, weighting eadt,~YI1¥t"v.:it4 the corresponding values of the p~oton 
depolarisation D and the dilutio,l\JiJ'ft,q,r, f. :.The advantage of simultaneou~ datatak
ing with two oppositely polaris~~ ~!lll~';i~ ,4te cancellation of systematic em>sc4ue to 
the luminosities and the accept~n!i!!~, pr9,yid!!,d;fhat the ratio between the upstream 
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Figure 1: The virtual-photon proton cross section asymmetry A~ as a function of z. The eIlors 
shown are statistical only 

- r~· ,q 

target cell acceplance and the downstream one remains coni;ta~t within two polar-
isation reversals . . The time dependence of all detector efficiericies was extensively 
studied and inclu'ded in the systematic error on A. The effect of spin-dependent 
radiative corrections was calculated and taken into account: ,. . . 

2.5 The Asymmetry A~ 

The SMC measured values of A~ have recently been published!5 . They are 
presented in Fig. 1 as function of x. The mean Q2 of the SMC data points varies 
with increasing x from 1.3 to 58 Ge y2. Also shown are the earlier data from E807, 
E1308 , the EMC9, and the recent results from E143 SLAC·experiment!6. This figure 
shows the consistency of the data from SMC and E143 and their complementarity: 
E143 has performed a high statistics measurement in the region of x > 0.03 while 
the SMC has a unique capability to explore 'the very low x region. 

I 

2.6 The Measurement of A 2 

The Spin Muon Collaboration has also performed the first measurement of A~, 
in a dedicated experiment!7 where a 100 GeY muon beam was used and the proton 
polarisation was held in a direction perpendicular to the beam by a 0.5 T dipole field . . , 
A total of 8.7 x 105 events was obtained in the range 0.006 < x < 0.6 and 1 < Q2 < 30 
Ge y2. The results are shown in Fig. 2: A2 was found to be significantly smaller than 
its positivity limit v'R (with R(x, Q2) taken from the SLAC parametrization!9), and 
consistent with the values obtained with 92 = 0 in Eq: 5. 
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Figure 2: The asymmetry A, as a function of 
z. The solid line shows the positivity limit and 
the dashed line shows a prediction without the 
g2 contribution. 

2.7 The Structure Function 9i 

2 • SMC 
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o 
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x 

Figure 3: The spin dependent structure func
tion gr(z). Error bars represent the statistical 
uncertainty. The ' ~i'ze of the ""systematic errors 
for the SMC data is indicated by the shaded 
area. 

The structure function 9i has been extracted from Ai at each x bin using 
Eq. 15 and the relation: 

( ') F,(x, Q') ( ) 
FI x, Q = 2x [1 + R(:c, Q')] 16 
, . 

where the unpolarised structure function F,(x, Q') was taken from the p~.ametriza
tion provided by NMCI8 and the function R(x, Q') was taken from a global fit'9 of 
SLAC data. 

In Fig.3 the result for 9f(x) is presented together with the EMC data, rec!,)
culated using the NMC parametrizationl8 for F,. The rise at low x is in-teresting 
although not significant enough to question the usually expected Regge beh'lNiour'o. 
Recent papers5 ,2' however suggest the possibility of singular behavior of 9'(:C) at 
small x. 

2.8 Estimate ofri '" 
To evaluate the integral ri( Q') (Eq, 6) at a fixed Q5, the values of 9i in each 

bin need to be recalculated at Q~ before integration, This was done using FI(x, Q5) in 
Eq. 15 and assuming that Al does not depend on Q2. This assumption is consistent 
with the data and with recent theoretical calculations" , however it might not be valid 
in the low :c region where the data are not precise enough to exclude larger scaling 
violation of AI. SMC has chosen Q5 = 10 GeV2

, which represents an average value 
for the data. The values of 9i(:c, Q5) are shown in Fig.4 as solid circles. Integrating 
over the measured :c range one obtains: 
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Source of the error 
Beam polarization 
Uncertainty on F2 
Extrapolation at low z 
Target polarisation 
Dilution factor 
Acceptance variation ~T 
Radiative corrections 
Neglect of A. 
Momentum measurement 
Uncertainty on R 
Kinematic resolution 
Extrapolation at high z 
Total systematic error 
Statistics 

the bin to 1 of ~. Only statistical errors are shown. The " 

arr 
0.0057 
0.0052 
0.0040 
0.0039 
0.0034 
0.0030 
0.0023 
0.0017 
0.0020 
0.0018 
0.0010 
0.0007 
0.0113 
0.0114 

solid square is the SMC result for r~ with statistical and Table 1. Contributions to the system
systematic errors combined in quadrature. Also shown atic errOl of rr 
is the prediction from Ellis-Jaffe sum rule. 

(O.7 
JO.003f!:(~' Q~)dx = 0.1~1 ± 0.01::±: 0.011. (17) 

. where the first error is statistical and the second is systematic. 
For the range 0.7 < x < 1 the assumption that Af = 0.7 ± 0.3 was made and 

the relative contribution to the intj.,gral was 'estimated· to be 0.0015 ± ,O,0007. Using 
this estimate and the 91 ' points of Fig. 4 one can compute for eac!l iIl 'bin the integral 
of 91 from the minimum x value of that bin to '" = 1: the results are shown in the 
same figure as open boxes. i 'J" 

The unmeasured range 0 < '" < 0.003 contributes to the integral gf and to its 
error more than the high'" region. In this region, the SMC assumed' gf( x) = C, which 
is consistent with the expected Regge behavior2o: gf( "') oc "'''', with 0 < a < 0.5. The 
value of C was obtained from the fit of the two lowest points and the corresponding 
contribution to rf amounts to 0.004 ± 0.004. The final result for ri at Q~ = 10 Ge V2 

is: 

ri(Q~) = 0.136 ± O.Oll ± O.Oll (18) 

,;'J. 

where the first error is statistic and the second-systematic. This result is represented ,,, 
by the closed box on Fig.4. The E .J. prediction is also shown in the figure as an 
open circle: it is more than two standard de.via~ions above the measured value. The 

. . , 1 ' , . 

sources of the quoted systematic error are list.ed together with their contribution in 
Tab. 1. . 
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3 The Spin Structure of the Nucleon 

3.1 Test of the Bjorken sum Rule 

The integral ' rf has)~.~n recalculated for Q5 = 5 ChV2 in order to test the 
Bjorken sum rule . together with the data from ESO, E130, EMC and E142. 

To extract r~ from gt or g; H., which are the measured structure functions, 
one needs to take into account nuclear effects. In the case of the deuteron data the 
relation is: ri + r~ ~ 2rU(1-1.5wD) where WD is the probability of the deuteron to 
be in a D-state. For 3Re the formula is: r~ = (1.15 ± 0.02) rile + (0.057 ± 0.009) ri. 
In this procedure the nuclear :effects from shadowing and also from the Fermi motion 
are not taken into account. 

The measured value at Q~ = 5 Gey2 is ri -rj = 0.204±0.029, to be compared 
with the theoretical value from Eq.7 0.lS5 ± 0.004, which includes perturbative 
QCD corrections3 up to third order in a, but no higher twists contributions. This 
provides a confirmation o(t'he 'Bjorken sum rule at the one standard deviation level, 
corresponding to a~ accuracy of 10% of the predicted value. 

3.2 ' Extraction of ~E 

The quantity ,Li:E; ' defined in Eq.9, is related to the matrix. element of the 
flavour singlet fermionic axial current j~' of the target: 

NJ 

jr = L ,pi'Y,,'YS,pi , < p,slj~'lp,s >= Ms"~E (19) 
. i=~ 

where pI', M and 5" are the target fou~:momentum, mass and spin. The current jr 
is not conserved, and hence ~E is not a conserved quantum number". Indeed, at 
finite Q2 Eq.9 becomes 

where, apart from the perturbative coefficient functions CNS and Cs, ~E itself is 
scale-dependent. In order to compare ~E from data at different Q2 an asymptotic 
value ~E( 00) is defined~4: 

~E(Q2) = [1+ H ~~~Q2)) '+ 1.21~0( a,~Q2)r + ... J ~E( 00) (21) 

From the SMC gi measurement lS one extracts ~E = 0.22 ± 0.10 ± 0.10 and 
~s = -0.12 ;± 0.04 ± 0.04 ,which confirm the indications from the EMC and from .;,- . 
the SMC gt measureme~t t,hat only a. small fraction of the nucleon helicity is coming 
from the helicity of the quarks. , 

The experiment E142 had reported 4E = 0.57 ± 0.11, but the value was 
obtained at Q2 = 2Ge y2 with9ut higher order QCD corrections: a combined analysis 
of data from ESO, E130,EMC, SMC (gt) and E142 gave the result ~E = 0.24 ± 0.23. 
The E143 has recently quotedl6 the value ~E = 0.29 ± 0.10. 
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A rather consistent picture is em~rging from the new data, and the under
standing of the nucleon spin structure will certainly benefit from the present exten
sive experimental effort. Two recent publications25,26 have reported results from fits 
on all published d~ta {in.cl~<;ling EIIl3), whe'r~ the Bjorken sum rule was taken for 
granted and us~a:ito :e~trm~te the strong coupling constant a. together with ~E . 

..,-1:' f , 

Their results are' in good agreement: 
. \ t, ,I:. . 

a~(Mz) = O.122~g:gg~, 6.E = 0.31 ± 0.04 

.!- " 

a,(Mz ) = 0.125 ± 0.006, 6.E = 0.33 ± 0.04 

from Ref,26 
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